VILLA FARNESINA

SPECIAL VISITS only on Tuesday

Villa Farnesina with the exhibition “Leonardo in Rome. Influences and legacy”
4 October 2019 - 12 January 2020

Last entrance at 7 p.m.
- € 600 (for 30 visitors)
- € 20 for each extra visitor

Additional Services

- Tour guide in Italian or other languages
  - € 125 (for 30 visitors)

- Guided tour of the Gardens of Villa Farnesina
  - € 100 (for 30 visitors)
  - € 2 for each extra visitor

- Light drink* in Borgo Farnese
  - € 450 (+22% Tax) (minimum 30 visitors)
  - € 15 (+22% Tax) for each extra visitor

* The Light drink includes: “tarallini”, dry biscuits, white and red wine, water, orange juice.

***

➢ The total cost includes the special opening, presence of staff, extra security service and utilities.

➢ It is possible to buy a copy of the DVD of the Villa della Farnesina (€ 5) and the guidebook (in Italian and English) “La Villa Farnesina a Roma”, edited by Franco Cosimo Panini, Modena 2019 (€ 10).

For further information contact:
Dr. Virginia Lapenta
Sito web: www.villafarnesina.it
E-mail: virginia.lapenta@lincei.it; farnesina2@lincei.it
06-68027397